Katie Sprinkles & Surprises (Cupcake Diaries)
Synopsis

When Katie’s mom says it’s time for Katie to meet her new boyfriend, Katie is excited and nervous. She thinks she’s prepared, but she’s shocked instead. Her mom’s boyfriend is Jeff Green—yes, as in Mr. Green, a math teacher in her grade! Katie tries to act as normal as possible, but when mean girl Olivia finds out, she tells everyone that Katie is getting special treatment because her mom is dating a teacher. How can Katie stop Olivia and deal with all the new events in her life? It’s the Cupcake Club to the rescue, as Katie’s friends come to her defense, including an unexpected ally.
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Customer Reviews

I love this book because it’s fun, entertaining, and easy to read. It also has a lot of characters in it. They each have their own different personality. But one thing they all have in common is their love for cupcakes - both baking and eating! The characters remind me of my friends and I. One other thing is the author makes me feel like I’m in the book. I recommend this book for girls that like to read realistic fiction.
Another great story in the Cupcake Diaries series. My daughter started reading these when she was 11 - she is now almost 14 and still reads them to see how the "cupcake girls" are doing. Highly recommended!

what time are you up for a bit earlier than expected that was my fault I think it's just a few hours after the first time in my life. Google voice and the soup is not an easy task of the world and I don't know what you want it was a lot more than the world of a new one that I have u

My daughter has that same name so you know she enjoys seeing her name in print. Recommend it for girls 7-10 years old. Cute stories and age appropriate. We own several books in the series.

I enjoyed this book especially because Katie finds out that her mother is dating Mr. Jeff Green- a teacher at Katie’s school! I know how she feels bc my dad is dating a teacher Mrs. Kosovo

MY daughter loves this series... Looking forward to getting more and keep her engaged in reading... Great book to start a book club with my daughter and niece...

I personally think that it would have been much better if Katie was in the class Jeff teached but was still super good

My daughter loves the Cupcake Diaries & Katie seems to be her favorite. This was an add to her collection.

Download to continue reading...


Dmca